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ABSTRACT

Considering three-dimensional Chern-Simons theory, either coupled to matter or
with a Yang-Mills term, we show the validity of a trace identity, playing the role of a
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1 Introduction

Topological field theories (see [1] for a general review and references) are a class of gauge
model interesting from a physical point of view. In particular, their observables are of
topological nature. An important topological model that has received much attention
in the last years is the Chern-Simons model in three dimensions [2, 3, 4]. In contrast
to the usual Yang-Mills gauge theories, Chern- Simons theories, which include the case
of three-dimensional gravity, have some remarkable features. Besides their relevance in
connection with the possibility of getting nonperturbative results more easily and their
relation with the two-dimensional conformal field theories [5], they show very interesting
perturbative features. In particular, the complete ultraviolet finiteness of D — 1 + 2
Chern-Simons theories in the Landau gauge has been shown in [6, 7]. In the more general
case where these models are coupled to matter fields, the Chern-Simons coupling constant
keeps unrenormalized, the corresponding /^-function remaining vanishing. This has been
rigorously proved in [8] for the Abelian Chern-Simons theory coupled to scalar matter
fields. For the nonabelian theory coupled to general scalar and spinorial matter fields, an
argument based on the assumed existence of an invariant regularization has been proposed
by the authors of [9].

On the other hand, there exist studies in the literature concerning to the Yang-Mills
Chern-Simons (YMCS) theory [10, 11, 12, 13]. In particular the finiteness at one loop
was detected in refs. [10, 12], where explicit expressions for one-loop radiative corrections
can be found. Later on in [13] has been showed that no UV divergences arise up to
two-loops in perturbation theory, combining this result with finiteness by power counting
at higher loops to argument that theory is finite at any perturbative order. Recently,
similar arguments has been used to prove the finiteness for the N = 1 supersymmetric
version of the YMCS theory [14]. A cohomological study of N = 2 YMCS theory in
a nonsupersymmetric gauge has been performed in [15], where a partial proof of the
finiteness is given. Finally, a recent paper [16] has shown the equivalence of the YMCS
theory with a pure Cherns-Simons theory, in the classical approximation. Our result on
the finiteness of the YMCS model provides a purely algebraic proof, covering in particular
also the case in which matter fields are included.

Our first purpose in this paper is to give a rigorous proof of the vanishing of the Chern-
Simons /^-function in the presence of general scalar and spinorial matter, introduced in
the most general way compatible with renormalizability. We shall avoid the necessity
of invoking a particular regularization procedure, by using the "algebraic" method of
renormalization [17], which only relies on general theorems of renormalization theory.
We think indeed that, due to the presence of the antisymmetric Levi-Civita tensor, it is
difficult to establish an invariant regularization without encountering problems at some or
other stage of the argument. Thus, to the contrary of the authors of [9], we shall neither
assume an invariant regularization nor the explicit "multiplicative renormalizability" at
the level of the Lagrangian which would follow from this assumption.

Our result generalizes that of [8], the gauge group being now an arbitrary compact
Lie group. We exploit the scaling properties of the theory, described by the Callan-
Symanzik equation, which is the anomalous Ward identity for scale invariance. More
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precisely, as in [8], we make use of a local form of the Callan-Symanzik equation. But,
instead of introducing an external dilatation field as in [8], beyond the external metric or
dreibein field, we only consider the latter, considered as a source for the BRS invariant
energy-momentum tensor. The conservation of the energy-momentum tensor is expressed
through the Ward identity which characterizes the invariance of the theory under the
diffeomorphisms. Our "local Callan-Symanzik equation" then is the anomalous Ward
identity for the BRS invariant trace of the energy-momentum tensor, the so-called "trace
identity". As expected [8, 9], the nonrenormalization of the Chern-Simons coupling, which
amounts to the vanishing of the corresponding /?-function, is traced back to the fact that
the integrand of the Chern-Simons action is not BRS invariant but transforms as a total
derivative.

Of course the /3-functions associated with the other couplings - the self-couplings of
the matter fields - do not vanish in general.

Our second purpose is to give a purely algebraic proof of the all-order finiteness of
the YMCS theory, using the same techniques, but exploiting the superrenormalizability
of the model. To our knowledge, up to now, no such algebraic proof has been given.

Since we are working with an external dreibein which is not necessary flat, our results
hold for a curved manifold, as long as its topology remains that of flat 7l3, with asymptoti-
cally vanishing curvature. It is the latter two restrictions which allow us to use the general
results of renormalization theory, established in flat space. Indeed, we may then expand
in the powers of the difference between the curved and flat space dreibeins, this difference
being considered as an external field in fiat space, fastly decreasing asymptotically.

The paper is organized as follows. The Chern-Simons theory coupled to matter, in
a curved three-dimensional Riemannian manifold described in terms of external dreibein
and spin connection fields, is introduced in Section 2, together with its symmetries. The
renormalizability of the model is sketched in Section 3, and our argument leading to the
vanishing of the Chern-Simons /^-function is presented in Section 4. The application of
our techniques to the finiteness of the YMCS theory is presented in section 5, followed
by our conclusions. The paper is completed with two Appendices: In the App. A we
compute the classical trace identity whose quantum extension leads to the local form of
the Callan-Symanzik equation. The App. B recalls some properties of the short distance
Wilson expansion which are used in the main text.

2 The Chern-Simons Model Coupled With Matter
in Curved Space-Time

The Classical Action

The gauge field A^(x) lies in the adjoint representation of the gauge group G, a general
compact Lie group with Lie algebra
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The scalar matter fields <#(x) and the spinor matter fields ^A(X) are in some representa-
tions of G, the generators being represented by the matrices Ta and Ta , respectively.

Space-time is a three-dimensional Riemannian manifold -M, with coordinates xM, fi =
0,1,2. It is described by a dreibein field e™(x) and its inverse e^(x), // being a world
index and m a tangent space index. The spin connection cj™n(x) is not an independent
field, but depend on the dreibein due to the vanishing torsion condition. The metric
tensor and its inverse read

nmn being the tangent space flat metric. We denote by e the determinant of e™.

As explained in the Introduction, we assume the manifold M. to be topologically
equivalent to 7l3 and asymptotically flat.

The invariances of the theory are:

1) Gauge invariance. The infinitesimal gauge tranformations read - anticipating, we
write them as BRS transformations, i.e. we replace their infinitesimal parameters by the
anticommuting Faddeev-Popov ghost fields ca(x); we also introduce the antighost fields
ca(x) and the Lagrange multiplyier fields ba(x) which will be used later on in order to
define the gauge fixing condition -

c A& — 7~) - O = (pi na _L ft a A^ r c \ C/-a I f, O/J>r&

sca = ba , (2.2)

^ a = 0 •

The variation of the ghost c is chosen such as to make the BRS operator 5 nilpotent:

2) Invariance under diffeomorphisms. The infinitesimal diffeomorphisms read

6&F» = CtF, = e'dxF, + (d^) Fx, F, = A°, e™ ,

4 £ i$ = £ e$ = exdx$ , $ = w, 9A, ba, c°, ca ,

where ££ is the Lie derivative along the vector field £^(x) - the infinitesimal parameter
of the transformation.

3) Local Lorentz invariance. The infinitesimal transformations, with infinitesimal pa-
rameters A[mn], are given by

= \*mnn
mn* , * = any field , (2.4)

with ftt™"! acting on $ as an infinitesimal Lorentz matrix in the appropriate representa-
tion.
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The most general classical, power-counting renormalizable action invariant under the
diffeomorphisms and local Lorentz transformations, and gauge invariant - i.e. BRS-
invariant and independent of the ghost fields - is of the form

/ 3 / „„„ ( 1 a b c\

J V V "" ' 3 Ble "" 7 (25)

with the generalized covariant derivative defined by

( l-u™{x)Slm}j *(*) . (2.6)

The function V(<p, \P) defines the selfinteractions of the matter fields and their masses:

V (<p, ^ ) = r A <̂ 6 + -y tytyip2 + mass terms + dimensionful couplings , (2.7)

whith the short-hand notation

X and y being invariant tensors of the gauge group. We do not write explicitly the mass
terms and the dimensionful couplings since we are interested in the scaling properties in
the high energy-momentum limit.

Gauge Fixing

The gauge fixing is of the Landau type. It is implemented by adding to the gauge invariant
action (2.5) the term

Egf = - 5 !d\ eg^d^Al = - Id3x e <T (0M6OA» + d^Dvc
a) , (2.8)

which is BRS invariant due to the nilpotency of s.

Moreover, because of the nonlinearity of some of the BRS transformations (2.2), we
have also to add a term giving their coupling with external fields, the "antifields" A^, c*,

The antifields are tensorial densities: they transform under the diffeomorphisms as

Their transformations under local Lorentz symmetry are obvious. They are moreover
BRS invariant.

,̂From now on we consider the total action

S = Sinv + Egf + SeXt • (2.10)
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The Functional Identities

The various symmetries of the model as well as the gauge fixing we have choosen may be
expressed as functional identities obeyed by the classical action (2.10).

The BRS invariance is expressed through the Slavnov-Taylor identity

<s(£) = fd3x y i |L f ! + &E = o, with b= h3xba4-.
' J A

 Z-̂ T 6$*8$ J Sca

For later use we introduce the linearized Slavnov-Taylor operator

S and B obey the algebraic identity

+ {BF - b) SiJ7) = 0 , (2.13)

T and T' denoting arbitrary functional of ghost number zero. From the latter follow

BrS(F)=0 , V^ , (2.14)

{Br)2 = 0 if 5 ( ^ = 0. (2.15)

In particular, since the action E obeys the Slavnov-Taylor identity, we have the nilpotency
property (2.11):

(S2)2 = 0 . (2.16)

In addition to the Slavnov-Taylor identity (2.11), the action (2.10) satisfies the following
constraints:

the Landau gauge condition:

- the "antighost equation", peculiar to the Landau gauge [18],

(2-17)

JX ( ± - rb%-^j E = Â  , (2.18)

with
Aa

d = j d 3 x {fabc (A*"ACM - c'bcc) + iV' )

(The right-hand side of (2.18) being linear in the quantum fields will not get renormalized.)

- the Ward identities for the invariances under the diffeomorphisms (2.3) and the local
Lorentz transformations (2.4):

= JcPx X$8r*ff = 0, (2.19)
$
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and

WLorentzS = Jd*X ^ U L u ^ = ° - (2-20)

where the summations run over all quantum and external fields.

The functional operators defined here above, together with the operators

Sca

obey the algebra (2.13), (2.14) and

(2.22)
Jba

\j") + B^y J~ = u , (/.Zoj

*F ( £ a ^ - Ad) = Wrigid-^7, (2-24)

= 0, A" = diff, Lorentz, rigid , (2.25)

where J- is an arbitrary functional of ghost number zero.

One notes that, since the action E (2.10) obeys the Slavnov-Taylor identity (2.11) and
the gauge condition (2.17), the identities (2.22) and (2.24) imply:

- the ghost equation of motion
£ aS = 0, (2.26)

- the Ward identity expressing the rigid invariance of the theory, i.e. its invariance under
the gauge transformations with constant parameters,

W ' . ,£ = n (2 271

The ghost equation (2.26) implies that the theory depends on the field c and on the
antifield A*1* through the combination

A;" = A*^ + eg^duCa . (2.28)

3 Renormalizability

We face now the problem of showing that all the constraints defining the classical theory
also hold at the quantum level, i.e., that we can construct a renormalized vertex functional

obeying the same constraints and coinciding with the classical action at order zero in h.
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As announced in the Introduction, the proof of renormalizability will be valid for man-
ifolds which are topologically equivalent to a flat manifold and which admit an asymp-
totically flat metric. It is only in this case that one can expand in powers of e™ = e™ —
6™, considering e™ as a classical background field in flat 7£3, and thus make use of the
general theorems of renormalization theory actually proved for flat space-time [19, 20].

Power-Counting

The first point to be checked is power-counting renormalizability. It follows from the fact
that the dimension of the action is bounded by three5. The ultraviolet dimension as well
as the ghost number and the Grassmann parity of all fields and antifields are collected in
Table 1.

d

GP

K
l
0
0

l
0
1

1/2
0
0

b

1
0
0

c

0
1
1

c

1
- 1
1

A**
2

- 1
1

2

0

V*
5/2
- 1
1

c*

3
- 2
0

e ;
0
0
0

Table 1: Ultraviolet dimension d, ghost number $11 and Grassmann parity GP.

Renormalized Functional Identities

The second point to be discussed is that of the functional identities which have to be
obeyed by the vertex functional.

The gauge condition (2.17), ghost equation (2.26), antighost equation (2.18) as well
as rigid gauge invariance (2.27) can easily be shown to hold at all orders, i.e., are not
anomalous [17]. The validity to all orders of the Ward identities of diffeomorphisms and
local Lorentz will be assumed in the following: the absence of anomalies for them has been
proved in refs. [23, 25] for the class of manifolds we are considering here. Therefore we
shall be working in the space of diffeomorphism and local Lorentz invariant functionals.

It remains now to show the possibility of implementing the Slavnov-Taylor identity
(2.11) for the vertex functional T. As it is well known [17], this amounts to study the
cohomology of the nilpotent operator B%, defined by (2.12), in the space of the local
integral functionals A of the various fields involved in the theory. This means that we
have to look for solutions of the form

A = A c o h o m + (3.2)

5The ultraviolet dimension of the fields coincide with their canonical dimensions. They determine
the ultraviolet power-counting. If there are massless fields in the theory, one should take special care
of the infrared convergence [21]. We shall not insist on this, since we are interested here in the purely
ultraviolet problem of the nonrenormalization of the Chern-Simons coupling. We shall simply assume
that no "infrared anomaly" or "radiative mass generation" [22] occurs.
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for the equation
0. (3.3)

represents the cohomology, i.e. the "nontrivial" part of the general solution: it
cannot be written as a ^-variation of a local integral functional A.

The solutions A with ghost number 0 represent the arbitrary invariant counterterms
one can add to the action at each order of perturbation theory. The nontrivial ones cor-
respond to a renormalization of the physical parameters: coupling constants and masses,
whereas the trivial ones correspond to nonphysical field redefinitions.

The nontrivial solutions with ghost number 1 are the possible gauge anomalies.

In both cases, power-counting renormalizability restricts the dimension of the intgrand
of A to 3. Moreover, the constraints (2.17 - 2.20), (2.26) and (2.27), valid now for the
vertex functional F, imply for A the conditions

(1) i - A = 0, (2) / < P * ^ A = 0 , (3) fl-A-0.

(4) Wx A = 0 , X = diff., Lorentz , rigid .

It has been proven in quite generality [24, 25) that in such a gauge theory the coho-
mology in the sector of ghost number one is independent of the external fields6. We can
thus restrict the field dependence of A to AM, c, ip, and ty - the dependence on c being
through its derivatives due to the second of the constraints (3.4).

Beginning with the anomalies (sector of ghost number 1), one knows [23, 25] that,
in three dimensions, the cohomology in this sector is empty, up to possible terms in
the Abelian ghosts. They however can be seen, by using the arguments of [26], not to
contribute to the anomaly, due to the freedom or soft coupling of the Abelian ghosts. We
thus conclude to the absence of gauge anomaly, hence to the validity of the Slavnov-Taylor
identity (2.11) to all orders for the vertex functional F.

Going now to the sector of ghost number 0, i.e. looking for the arbitrary invariant
counterterms which can be freely added to the action at each order, we find that the
nontrivial part of A admits the general representation

/ rk £1 r\ \

Aphy, = [ZKK- + zx X- + zy y-j £ , (3.5)

where we have only kept the terms of dimension 3 (the lower dimension ones having being
neglected). We have also neglected terms such as f d3x eR$2, which do not contribute
in the limit of flat space. The coefficients z\ and zy are invariant tensors, such as the
coupling A and y in (2.7).

For the trivial part, we find:

= {zANA + zyM* + z^v) E, (3.6)
6The proof is valid for any semi-simple gauge group. But if the gauge group contains Abelian factors,

the cohomology in the sector of ghost number one may depend on the external fields [24, 25]. However,
it can be shown [26] that such terms cannot contribute to the gauge anomaly due to the Abelian ghost
fields being free or at most softly coupled.
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with

A^E = {NA - NA. -Nb- N5) E = £E [<PxA?Al,

- N*,) E = -flE /d3a: ( tf"1^ + tf^) , (3.7)

A^E = (7VV - JVV.) E = £ s fcPx<pmi<pi,

where we have introduced the counting operators

x$^-, $ = any field. (3.8)

Eqs. (3.5) and (3.6 - 3.7) make manifest the physical renormalizations, which affect the
physical parameters such as the coupling constants (and the masses), on the one hand,
and the nonphysical renormalizations, which correspond to a mere redefinition of the field
variables, on the other hand.

This concludes the proof of the renormalizability of the model: all functional identi-
ties hold without anomaly and the arbitrary renormalizations only affect the parameters
defined by the initial classical theory.

Callan-Symanzik Equation

The latter renormalization properties are summarized in the Callan-Symanzik equation,
which results from the expansion of the invariant insertion defined by

all dimensionful parameters p.

in the quantum basis defined by (3.5) and (3.6) - E being replaced there by T:

(D + 0KdK + 0ydy + &3A - IAMA - 7*AT* - 7VAQ T ~ 0, (3.9)

where ~ means equality up to mass terms and dimensionful couplings, the terms con-
tribuiting which vanish in the fiat limit being neglected, too.

The aim of the next and last section is to prove that j3K is vanishing.

4 Nonrenormalization of the Chern-Simons
Coupling

In order to get more deeply into the scaling properties of the present theory, we need a
local form of the Callan-Symanzik equation. This will allow us to exploit the fact that
the integrand of the Chern-Simons term in the action is not gauge invariant, although its
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integral is. Such a local form of the Callan-Symanzik equation is provided by the "trace
identity".

In order to derive the latter, let us first introduce the energy-momentum tensor, defined
as the following tensorial quantum insertion obtained as the derivative of the vertex
functional with respect to the dreibein:

^From the diffeomorphism Ward identity (2.19), follows the covariant conservation law
of the energy-momentum tensor:

e VM [0^(x) .T] = wv (x) T + VMuv" {*) r , (4.2)

where VM is the covariant derivative with respect to the diffeomorphisms. The right hand
side is an equation of motion, the functional differential operartors w\ (x) and w / (x)
being given by (A.2) and (A.3), respectively.

The trace ©^(x) • T turns out to be vanishing, up to total derivatives, mass terms and
dimensionful couplings, in the classical approximation, due to the field equations, which
means that (4.1) is the improved energy-momentum tensor. This is shown in Appendix
A where we have indeed derived, for the classical theory, the equation

w (x) £ ~ dM A" (x) , (4.3)

or, equivalently:
:)E + d^(x) , (4.4)

with

'M

2 dtp 2 v̂7* 6^ 6^ 6^* 6^*

and

The symbol ~ in (4.3) and (4.4) again means equality up to mass terms and dimensionful
couplings.

Let us now look for the quantum version of the trace identity (4.3) or (4.4). We first
observe that the following commutation relations hold:
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Let us then define the quantum extension AM • T of the classical expression (4.7) as a
vector insertion obeying - beyond the conditions of invariance or covariance under Br,

, WLorentz and Wrigid - the constraints

^i-j[A"(x).r] = -6(x-y)e<rAl, Qa [ A" (x) • T] = 0 ,

(4-9)

already obeyed in the classical limit. Then the divergence d^ [A" • Y) will obey the same
constraints as u>(x)T, which read

Qa(y)w(x)T = dj(x-v)(eg'u'j^(y), (4-10)

and follow from the commutation relations (4.8).

Thus, the dimension 3 insertion A • T defined by

™(z)r~^[A"(z)-r] + A(z)-r, (4.n)
- which expresses the quantum corrections to the equation (4.3) - beyond of being in-
variant or covariant under Bp, Wdiff, WLorentz and Wrigid, will obey the homogeneous
constraints

j ^ [A(x) • r] = o, ga [A(x) • r] = o, ga(y) [A(x) • v\ = o . (4.12)

We have to expand A • F in a basis of invariant insertions satisfying the constraints (4.12),
keeping only terms of dimension 3. Such a basis is given in the classical approximation
by

(4-13)

up to total derivative terms which may be reabsorbed in the insertion AM.

Note: We have separated out explicitly the cohomologically trivial elements (i.e. B-£-
variation) from the nontrivial ones, and only the terms surviving in the flat limit are
kept.

An appropriate quantum extension of this basis is

{e^fiA-T, e~lny-Y, e~xnA • Y , e~xmt • Y , e~xnv • Y } , (4.14)

up to total derivative terms which may be reabsorbed in a redefinition of the insertion
AM • F. Here, n\ and ny are the integrands of the insertions obtained by differentiating
the vertex functional with respect to the couplings A and y, respectively:

n A • F : d3x nx-Y = — ,

/

Op

dzx ny • T = — .
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These integrands - defined up to total derivatives - are choosen such as to satisfy the
constraints (4.12).

An obvious choice for n<j> and nv is:

n* • T = - B r ( ^ " * + $*"") = Vjjj- - $'-7^- + conjugate,

Their integrals indeed yield the counting operators J\fy and J\fv defined by (3.7) where
£ is replaced by F. Less obvious is the definition of nA, due to the fact that A*A is
not linear in the quantum fields (see (2.28)). In order to define it properly, keeping both
properties satisfied by its classical counterpart, i.e. its BRS invariance and the fact that
its integral reproduce the counting operator AfA, we use a point splitting regularization
(x" —> X" ± e"):

nA • F = Br{mA -T) = B r ( l i m i * ( x + e)A(x - e ) \ . (4.15)

That this limit exists is shown in Appendix B.

Thus, the expansion of A • F in the basis (4.14) we have just constructed yields, after
substitution into (4.11) and use of (4.5), the local trace identity in curved space-time:

{pynx + 0yny - lAnA - 7*71* - 7 ^ } • F + wtrace (x) • F + dM [A" (x) • F] (4.16)

+terms vanishing in the flat limit.

In order to make the connection between the trace of the energy-momentum tensor
and the Callan-Symanzik equation, lets us consider a while the limit of flat space-time,
where rigid dilatation symmetry makes sense. In this limit, (4.2) and (4.16) hold with
e = 1 and V^ = d^. We can therefore define the dilatation current as

[V • r] f l a l = x" [ 0 / (x) • F]flat - *" [ < (x) • F]flat - [A* (x) • F]flat , (4.17)

which, in the classical approximation, is conserved up to mass terms and dimensionful
couplings (see (A.8)). Thus, for the renormalized theory, in the fiat limit, we can write
as usually the Callan-Symanzik equation - which is the Ward identity for anomalous
dilatation invariance - as the integral trace identity

d3x [ 0 / (x) • F]flat ~ (ftKdK + ftydy + ftxdx - -JAJ^A - 7 * ^ * - Tv-M?) • rflat • (4-18)

This observation allows us to identify the coefficients ft and 7 of the expansion (4.16)
with those of the Callan-Symanzik equation (3.9). In particular, the absence of a term
corresponding to the integrand of the Chern-Simons action in the basis (4.14) of invariant
local operators proves the vanishing of the Chern-Simons 0 function:

& = 0. (4.19)
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5 The Yang-Mills Chern-Simons Theory in Curved
Space-Time

The YMCS action, invariant under the diffeomorphisms and local Lorentz transforma-
tions, and gauge invariant - i.e. BRS-invariant - in the Landau gauge, is of the form

- jd\ e <T {d,KK + d»caD»ca) , (5.1)

where m is a dimensionful coupling constant - the topological mass indeed [10] - and g
is the gauge coupling constant, dimensionful, too.

The field strength and covariant derivative are defined as7

K» = d»A* ~ d»K + 9/abcKAl , (5.2)

Dllc
a = dflc

a + gfabcA
b
lxc

c . (5.3)

The BRS transformations and antighost equation now read

sAl = -D»ca , sca = lfbc
acbcc ,

sca = ba, sba = 0.

and

with

The functional identities (2.12), (2.19), (2.20) and the constraints (2.17), (2.26) and
(2.27) are unchanged - except for the matter terms which are now absent.

Finally, in order to quantize the system (5.1) we add an action term Sext for the
coupling of the BRS transformations to external fields:

ext
= jd3x ]T $*>$. (5.6)

v A— /la -a

7The parametrization of the coupling constant, differing from the one used in the preceding sections,
is adapted to the fact that it is now dimensionful.
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6 Renormalizability and Quantum Scale Invariance

Power-Counting

The first point to be checked is power-counting renormalizability - in fact superrenor-
malizability. It follows from the dimension of the action being bounded by three. The
ultraviolet dimension, as well as the ghost number and the Grassmann parity of all fields
and antifields are collected in Table 2.

d
$n
GP

A,
1/2
0
0

b
3/2
0
0

c

-1/2
1
1

c

3/2
-1
1

A**
5/2
-1
1

c*

7/2
-2
0

9
1/2
0
0

Table 2: Ultraviolet dimension d, ghost number $11 and Grassmann parity GP.

In order to explicitely find the possible renormalizations and anomalies of the theory,
we can use the following result [15]: The degree of divergence of a 1-particle irreducible
Feynman graph 7 is given by

(6.1)

Here N$ is the number of external lines of 7 corresponding to the field $ , d$ is the
dimension of $ as given in Table 2, and Ng is the power of the coupling constant g in
the integral corresponding to the diagram 7. The dependence on the coupling constant
is characteristic of a superrenormalizable theory.

The equivalent expression

(6.2)

where L is the number of loops of the diagram, shows that only graphs up to two-loop
order are divergent.

In order to apply the known results on the quantum action principle [20] to the present
situation, one may consider g as an external field of dimension \. Including it in the
summation under $, (6.1) gets the same form as in a strictly renormalizable theory:

> w i t h (6.3)

Thus, including the dimension of g into the calculation, we may state that the dimen-
sion of the counterterms of the action is bounded by 3. But, since they are generated
by loop graphs, they are of order 2 in g at least. This means that, not taking now into
account the dimension of g, we can conclude that their real dimension is bounded by 2.
The same holds for the possible breakings of the Slavnov-Taylor identity.
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The absence of anomaly for the Slavnov-Taylor identity holds here in the same way
as previously discussed, in Sect.3.

Let us now look for the arbitrary invariant counterterms which can be freely added to
the action at each order. According to the above discussion the counterterm is at least of
order g2. Thus, the most general expression for the nontrivial part of A reads

Aphys. = zm J d3x m e^p (AldvA
a
p + | / o & c ^ ^ ) , (6.4)

where zm is arbitrary parameter. Expression (6.4) admits the suitable representation

AphyS. = zmm—T, , (6.5)

where E is the classical action (2.10). Eq. (6.4) shows that a priori only the parameter
m can get radiative corrections. This means that the /5-function related to the gauge
coupling constant g is vanishing to all orders of perturbation theory, and the anomalous
dimensions of the fields as well. We can just state that the radiative corrections can be
reabsorbed through a redefinition of the topological mass only. This concludes the proof
of the renormalizability of the theory: all functional identities hold without anomaly and
the renormalizations might only affect the the Chern-Simons coupling, i.e. the topological
mass m. But the latter turns out to be not renormalized, too. We shall indeed show in
the next Section that the corresponding /^-function vanishes.

Quantum Scale Invariance

The argument is very similar to the one presented in Sect. 4. However, the equations (4.3
- 4.7) for the classical theory are now replaced by8

(<^y ) = A(z) , (6.6)

or, equivalently:
e0/(a : ) = u/ race(x)£ + A(x) , (6.7)

with

and

A = ^ e ^ ^ a ^ _ | / a b c (eF^A^Al + A'^Ay - ^c'acbA+ total derivative terms ,

(6.9)
A being invariant under B-£.

8See appendix A.
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Note: The latter is the effect of the breaking of scale invariance due to the dimensionful
couplings. The dimension of A - the dimensions of g and m not being taken into account
- is lower than three: it is a soft breaking.

The commutation relations (4.8) are changed accordingly into:

6 ' ^ --6( - S

{ga{y),w{x)} = -^8{x-y)ga{x) + ̂ 8{x-y)(eglil/j^j (y) , (6.10)

1 8

2 8ca(x)

Now the relations (6.10) applied to the vertex functional F yield for insertion w(x)T
the properties

w(x)T = --dli8{x-y)(eg>M/A

ga(y)w(x)T = ^ ( x - y) Ug^j^j (y) , (6.11)

g w(x)v = - .
2 8ca(x)

where we again use the fact that the constraints (2.17), (2.18) and (2.26) can be maintained
at the quantum level.

The quantum version of (6.6) or (6.7) will be written as

w{x)T = A(x) • r + A(x) • r , (6.12)

where A(x) • F is some quantum extension of the classical insertion (6.9), subjected to
the same constraints (6.11) as w(x)T. It follows that the insertion A • F defined by (6.12)
obeys the homogeneous constraints (4.12), beyond of the usual invariances or covariances.
The power-counting dimension of A is 3, but being an effect of the radiative corrections,
it possess a factor g2 at least, and thus its effective dimension is at most two - let us recall
that we have attributed power-counting dimension 1/2 to g. It turns out that there is
no insertion obeying all these constraints - the Yang-Mills Lagrangian density has terms
of dimension 3 (without factor g2) and the Chern-Simons Lagrangian density is not BRS
invariant. Hence A • F = 0: there is no radiative correction to the insertion A • F describing
the breaking of scale invariance, and (6.12) becomes

e 0 / (x) • F = u;trace(x) + A(x) • F. (6.13)

As in Sect. 4, this local trace identity leads to a Callan-Symanzik equation:

VT = I d3xA(x)-F, (6.14)

but now with no radiative effect at all: the /̂ -functions associated to the parameters g
and m both vanish, scale invariance remaining affected only by the soft breaking A.
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7 Conclusions

We have thus achieved the proof of absence of renormalization of the Chern-Simons cou-
pling (Eq. (4.19)) for the Chern-Simons theory coupled with matter through a direct
use of the nongauge invariance of the Chern-Simons three-form. As a by-product, we
have obtained a trace identity valid in curved space-time (Eq. (4.16)), equivalent to a
local version of the Callan-Symanzik equation (3.9), the result (4.19) being taken into
account. The same techniques has allowed us to give a simple proof of the finiteness of
the Yang-Mills - Chern-Simons theory.
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Appendix A: Trace Identity and Dilatation Invari-
ance
for the Classical Theory

Chern-Simons Theory coupled to Matter:

The conservation of the energy-momentum tensor 0 / is a consequence of the diffeo-
morphism Ward Identity (2.19) and of the definition (4.1), yielding the following local
equation

e V , 0 ; W = ^ W £ + V , < ( i ) S , (A.I)
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where VM is the covariant derivative with respect to the diffeomorphisms9, with the dif-
ferential operators w\ (x) and w£ (x) acting on £ representing contact terms:

(V*$)— , (A.2)
aU fields

(becoming the translation Ward operator in the limit of flat space), and

wx (x)=

8 - <5 , 5 <̂

(A.3)
The integral of the trace of the tensor 0A

M,

xe™-^ = iVeE , (A.4)

turns out to be an equation of motion - which means that 0 / is the improved energy-
momentum tensor. This follows from the identity, which is easily checked by inspection
of the classical action

iVeE ~ (N* +N% + l-Nv + Nb + N£ - iV*. - JV*. - i i v ) E, (A.5)

where ~ means equality up to mass terms and dimensionful couplings, and the AVS are
the counting operators defined by (3.8). A^ is the counting operator of the dreibein field
e™. It is interesting to note that (A.4) is nothing but the Ward identity for rigid Weyl
symmetry [27] - broken by the mass terms and dimensionful couplings.

Considering the integrand of (A.5), taking (A.4) into account, we may write:

w ( z ) E ~ d^(x) , (A.6)

with w(x) and AA1(i) given by (4.6 - 4.7).

We now come to scale invariance, in the flat limit. The classical dilatation current V1

can be denned as

V (x) = x A G/ (x) - xx [wf (x) E] - A" (x) . (A.7)

It obeys, up to mass terms, dimensionful couplings and total derivatives, the conser-
vation Ward identity, a direct consequence of (A.I) and (A.6):

9 ^ ~ t i ) B ( i ) S , (A.8)
9For a tensor T, such as, e.g., A^ or

where the T ,'s are the Christoffel symbols corresponding to the connexion w£*". The covariant derivative
of a tensorial density T, such as, e.g., A*1* or 8/bA^, is related to that of the tensor e~1T by:
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where

wD (x) = f ^
all fields

is the local operator for the scale transformations and d$ is the dimension of the fields
surviving in the flat limit (see Table 1).

Yang-Mills Chern-Simons Theory:

The equations (A.I - A.3) for the conservation of the energy-momentum tensor are un-
changed - except the matter terms which are now absent. The expression for the right-
hand side of (A.5) is modified into

\NA + l-NA. + ̂ Nb + ̂ N£ - ^Nc + ±Ne.} S + (mdm + l-gd^j E . (A.10)

with now a strict equality sign since we keep the contributions from all terms of the action
(5.1).

The correspondent of the local identity (A.6) reads

w(x)Y, = A(x) ,

with w and A given by (6.6 - 6.9)

Finally, as in (A.8), we obtain the broken conservation Ward identity

The local dilatation operator wD (x) is given by (A.9), but the dimensions <£$ given in
Table 2.

Appendix B: Definition of the Bilinear Insertion
(4.15) Through the Wilson-Zimmermann
Short Distance Expansion

The aim is to construct two local insertions m^(x) and nA(x), of ghost number —1 and
0, respectively, invariant - or covariant - under BRS, the diffeomorphisms and the local
lorentz transformations, and such that

/ \ T> ry r / \ "pi / T> I \

and
fd3xnA(x)-T = AfAT, (B.2)
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where J\fA is the counting operator defined by (3.7). The classical solution of the problem
is given by

nA(x) = A, (^ ^db) A SE

with Amfi defined by (2.28).

In order to find their quantum extensions, let us consider the point splitted insertions
introduced in (4.15):

) ,

n ' , ( i ) . r = B r K ( 2 ) - r ] ,

with x± — x^ ± eM, and let us show that the limit e —> 0 exists and solves the problem,

The Wilson-Zimmermann short distance expansion [28] yields10

r + i?(e, x), (B.5)
K

where Re goes to zero in the limit e —> 0. The JB^-(X)'S are all possible renormalized
insertions (Zimmermann's normal products [19]) of dimension < 3 (the dimension of
mA), and the coefficients / A ' ( 0 have a short distance behaviour

/A'(C) ~ \t\~dK UP to logarithmic factors , dx < 3 — dim(Bfc) •

Taking into account all the constraints which must be obeyed by m^, we see that the list
of possible operators BK reduces to quantum extensions of the three following expressions:

D\ = A A^ «l S U ,

B2 = #*$-(-^$* ^ 2 < 0 , (B.6)

i?3 = ip*(p dz ̂  0 .

Now, we observe that the integral of mA can be written, after partial integration of the
term involving the antighost field c, and use of the gauge condition (2.17), as

Jd3x mA(x) • T = Jd3x (V(z+ )^0r_) - c(x+)

which has the well defined limit

d3x (A>HX)AAX) - e ( * ) ^ j ) , (B.7)J
for t —>• 0. Since there is no total derivative term in the expansion (B.5), we conclude
from this that all three coefficients /K(C) are regular at e = 0. This proves the existence
of the limit

x) -r , (B.8)

10The short distance expansion has been rigorously proved only for theories without massless fields.
The extension to massless fields is assumed to hold.
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with the integral J d3xrriA(x) • T being equal to the expression (B.7).

The existence of the limit

nA(x) • T = hmne
A(x) • T, (B.9)

with the properties (B.I) and (B.2) follows by acting with the BRS operator Br on (B.8).
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